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Welcome to September Mint Issue – Where 
has the year gone? 

The Great Australian Artist Series was 
released in August and our first three coins 
in the series have been extremely popular. 
The competition to win tickets on The Ghan 
and RM Williams gift vouchers is very 
tempting. Rolf Harris was wonderful to work 
with – a very proud Australian and great 
artist and entertainer.

September reveals the first of our lunar 
coin series and heralds the Year of the 
Pig.  This coin has four great variations at 
price points accessible to all collectors. I’m 
informed that people born in the Year of 
the Pig (1923, 1935, 1947, 1959, 1971, 1983, 
1995 or 2007) are blessed with patience and 

understanding. They definitely deserve our 
beautiful coins.

This year we help celebrate the historic  
150 year anniversaries of State Government 
in NSW, Victoria and Tasmania with $5 
silver proof coins. In the coming years we 
will release more coins to acknowledge 
important milestones in statehood or self-
government for all states and territories.

I hope you enjoy this issue and that each of 
you find ‘that’ coin – you know the one that 
catches the eye and becomes a must have!

Janine Murphy 
CEO 
Royal Australian Mint

Dear Collector

Upcoming Events

•  September – Melbourne Agricultural 
Show 21 Sept – 1 October 2006, Royal 
Melbourne Showgrounds, Epsom Road, 
Ascot Vale VIC

•  October – Melbourne ANDA Show 13-15 
October Melbourne Park Function Centre, 
Melbourne VIC

Subscription Coin Mintage

2006 Pillar Dollar mintage closed at 9846

Did you know?

•  You can mint your own collectible $1 ‘C’ 
mintmark coin at the Mint in Canberra. 

You can also tour the Mint any day of the 
week and see the factory in operation on 
week days.

•  Ordering on-line is easy and convenient. 
Our website is available 24 hours, seven 
days a week, 365 days a year. Browse all 
available products at www.ramint.gov.
au. Research sold-out or closed issues, 
whenever it’s convenient for you.

•  To ensure you keep receiving Mint Issue 
please advise the Call Centre of any 
changes to your mailing address. This 
is especially important if you have not 
made a purchase from the Mint in the 
last 15 months.

Off the Presses
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Rare bird meets rare coin. The 2006 rare bird gold coins are the last in 
our three coin series and feature the South-Eastern Red-tailed Black 
Cockatoo. Cockatoos are boisterous personalities and this rare species 
looks every bit the character on our gold coins. 

These coins are pure gold and positively stunning, presented in jarrah 
cases with stylish magnetic sliding lids.

2006 $200 Gold Proof Coin – Cockatoo 
Half of an ounce of gold is used to craft these beautiful coins. The 
cockatoo is immortalised on a 30mm, 24ct gold coin. These coins are 
limited to a mintage of 2 500 so order now before they disappear forever.

Price (inc GST): $650.00 801200

Nominal Specifications:  $200 , Au 99.99%, 1/2 Troy oz, 30.00 mm, Proof, 2500, W.Pietranik

2006 $150 Gold Proof Coin – Cockatoo 
This smaller gold coin containing 1/3 ounce of gold is every bit as 
beautiful as the larger coin. Our design recreates the bird’s sideways 
glance and its piercing eye grabs your attention as much as their 
raucous call would in the wild. It also has a limited issue of 2 500 so be 
quick to place your order.

Price (inc GST): $450.00 801269

Nominal Specifications:  $150, Au 99.99%, 1/3 Troy oz, 25.00 mm, Proof, 2500, W.Pietranik

Gold Plated Lapel Pin – Cockatoo
Show off your collection! A perfect partner for these coins is the lapel 
badge that comes in a classic velveteen pouch. Great value at $19.95 and 
with such a striking design this pin would enhance almost any outfit.

Price (inc GST): $19.95 806984
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The Great Australian  
Artist Series
Three famous Australians have been invited to design a 
kangaroo coin in this flagship series. Each year, for the 
next three years, a great Australian artist will bring their 
own unique interpretation of the kangaroo to coin.  
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2007 $10 Gold Kangaroo Proof Coin
Affordable beauty and value sums up this limited mintage gold coin 
featuring Rolf Harris’ kangaroo design. On pure gold our kangaroo is 
dazzling and the glorious timber aroma from our jarrah presentation 
case will transport you to its bushland home.

Price (inc GST): $175.00 801564

Nominal Specifications:  $10, Au 99.99%, 1/10  oz, 40.00 mm, Proof, 1000, R. Harris

2007 $1 Silver Kangaroo Proof Coin 
Rolf Harris’ favourite is the silver proof and in his own words “he was 
knocked out with the result”. See for yourself how great Rolf’s design 
has come up on the silver coin. It is one of the more poignant kangaroo 
images we have ever had in the kangaroo series and that makes it a 
wonderful collector’s item with a limited mintage of 20 000.

Price (inc GST): $65.00 801566

Nominal Specifications:  $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 Troy oz, 40.00 mm, Proof, 20 000, R. Harris

2007 $1 Kangaroo Frosted Uncirculated Coin 
Conveniently presented and very affordable to slip into the birthday 
cards of loved ones. This coin is sure to engage youngsters in coin 
collecting and will acquaint them with the captivating artist and 
entertainer Rolf Harris.

Price (inc GST): $24.95 801560

Nominal Specifications:  $1, Cupro Nickel, 27.22 g, 40.00 mm, Frosted Uncirculated, Unlimited, R. Harris

WIN an Outback Holiday!
Spend $100 for a chance to WIN. See your order forms 
for conditions of entry and details of the prize package. 
P.S – its BIG!
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A new series begins this month celebrating the Chinese New 
Year and the 12 Zodiac symbols of the Chinese calendar. 
2007 is the Year of the Pig and we are proud to present this 
fortuitous coin in three great formats. 
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2007 $10 Gold Proof Coin – Year of the Pig
Generosity is the most dominant trait of those born in the year of  
the Pig so return their favour with a gift of this lucky gold coin.  
Lucky because it is packaged in traditional colours of good fortune 
– gold and red. This gold proof coin is further showcased in beautiful 
Australian timber packaging.

Price (inc GST): $175.00 801484

Nominal Specifications:  $1, Au 99.9u%, 1/10 oz, 17..53 mm, Proof, Unlimited, V. Gottwald

2007 $1 Silver Proof Coin – Year of the Pig
Regardless of which sign and year you were born under you will be 
impressed by these stunning fine silver proof coins featuring the Year 
of the Pig design. These coins depict the pig with authentic Chinese 
symbols and symmetrical borders.

Price (inc GST): $40.00 801482

Nominal Specifications:  $1, Ag 99.9%, 11.66 g, 25.00 mm,Proof, Unlimited, V. Gottwald

2007 $1 Uncirculated Coin – Year of the Pig
Born or due in 1923,1935,1947,1959,1971,1983, 1995 or 2007? 
If yes, then you are lucky enough to be born in the Year of the 
Pig. Acknowledge your virtue with the $1 uncirculated lunar coin 
– awesome value and a great format to slip into birthday cards.

Price (inc GST): $12.95 801480

Nominal Specifications:  $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, V. Gottwald
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150 years ago in 1856 the States 
of Victoria, NSW and Tasmania 
were granted self-government 
and their own State Governments. 
An anniversary of this proportion 
deserves a significant tribute and 
we are very pleased to announce 
three brilliant silver proof coins.
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150 Years Of State Government

2006 $5 Silver Proof Coin 
150 Years of State Government - Victoria 
Only 12,500 of each coin will be available so they’ll have a lot of appeal 
for collectors. But we think they’ll also be appreciated by anyone who 
wants an intriguing memento of the year. They also make an unusual 
gift and are a reminder of Australia’s colonial heriitage.

Price (inc GST): $65.00 800009

2006 $5 Silver Proof Coin 
150 Years of State Government - Tasmania
Each coin is produced in silver with a modern design that depicts an 
evolving Australia. This design spotlights each state by extracting its 
borders and making it a centrepiece of the coin. 

The coins will form part of a larger series as significant anniversaries of 
other states are celebrated over the next few years.

Price (inc GST): $65.00 801005

2006 $5 Silver Proof Coin 
150 Years of State Government - New South Wales
Did you know that the New South Wales parliament is 45 years older 
than the Australian parliament? It met for the first time in Sydney in 
May 1856 and marked a turning point in our history, when power was 
transferred from the Crown representative to the people. 

Price (inc GST): $65.00 800030

Nominal Specifications x 3:  $5, Ag 99.9%, 36.31 g, 38.74 mm, Proof, 12 500, W.Pietranik
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Australian Currency Notes 

This Mint Issue we offer the last of the 2005 dated products. 

These are the first prefix (AA 05) $50 note, the last prefix 

(JC 05) $50 note and the standard uncirculated $50 note.  

These notes complement the 2005 dated $5 and $20 note 

products, which were released earlier in the year, and can 

still be ordered through this Mint Issue.  This Mint Issue also 

introduces notes printed in 2006 for the first time with the 

release of the first prefix (AA 06) and standard uncirculated 

$10 notes. All the above notes contain a Macfarlane/Henry 

signature combination.

The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) makes available to 

collectors first and last prefix notes from general circulation 

print runs for all denominations printed in a year. These notes 

attract a small premium above face value and GST is payable. 

Standard uncirculated notes are also available at face value.  

Please note the Mint is not able to satisfy requests for notes 

with specific or consecutive serial numbers, be they first 

prefix, last prefix or standard uncirculated.

For details of the notes that are available to order, their 

prices and how to order them, please see the separate order 

form enclosed with this Mint Issue.

For general information about currency notes please visit 

the RBA’s website www.rba.gov.au/currencynotes. If you 

have any specific or general questions about currency notes 

that cannot be answered after visiting the RBA’s website, you 

can speak directly to RBA Staff in Sydney on 1800 633 220 

(Monday to Friday between 9.00am and 5.00pm AEST).
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YEARS OF
AUSTRALIAN
TELEVISION

2006 $1 Mintmark Coin 
50 Years of Australian Television
“C” for Canberra, “S” for Sydney, “B” for Brisbane and now “M” for 
Melbourne are available on the uncirculated $1 coins celebrating  
50 years of Australian Television.

Price (inc GST): $2.75  
C- 800997, S- 800987, B- 800989, M- 801197

 Nominal Specifications:  $1, Al/Bronze, 9.00 g, 25.00 mm, Uncirculated, V.Gottwald

2006 $1 Silver Proof Coin 
50 Years of Australian Television
It has been 50 years since Bruce Gyngell first appeared on Australian 
television. This special $1 silver proof coin commemorates 50 years 
of Australian television and has been popular with collectors and 
nostalgia seekers. This coin is ‘top-rating’ value and makes a great 
‘mini-series’ with all the 2006 mintmark coins!  

Price (inc GST): $38.00 800996

Nominal Specifications:  $1, Ag 99.9%, 11.66 g, 25.00 mm, Proof, 12 500, V.Gottwald

‘Welcome to Television’
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2006 Eight Coin Proof Set 
With round Silver 50c 
These sets pay a memorable tribute to the history of decimalisation 
and feature a 50 cent coin appearing in its original round form and 
silver content for the first time since 1966! The 1 and 2 cent pieces 
make a come back in bronze and long-time members of the coin stable 
are also represented in proof finishes.  

Price (inc GST): $80.00 801420

        Nominal Specifications

Metal Bronze  Cupro Nickel  80% Ag Al/ Bronze 
Denomination 1c 2c 5c 10c 20c 50c $1 $2 
Mass (g) 2.60 5.20 2.83 5.65 11.30 13.28 9.00 6.60 
Diameter (mm) 17.53 21.59 19.41 23.60 28.52 31.51 25.00 20.50

2006 Eight Coin Uncirculated Set
Australian coins have a reputation we are proud of. Celebrating 
Australia’s unique heritage and the 40th anniversary of decimalisation, 
the uncirculated set includes 1 cent and 2 cent pieces and features the 
world recognised dodecagonal 50 cent. 

Price (inc GST): $23.50 801350

        Nominal Specifications

Metal Bronze  Cupro Nickel   Al/Bronze 
Denomination 1c 2c 5c 10c 20c 50c $1 $2 
Mass (g) 2.60 5.20 2.83 5.65 11.30 15.55 9.00 6.60 
Diameter (mm) 17.53 21.59 19.41 23.60 28.52 31.51 25.00 20.50
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2006 Australian Baby Coin Sets

2006 Proof Australian Baby Coin Set 
With Silver Medallion 
The Australian children’s classic bush tale ‘The Magic Pudding’  
comes alive through this delightful set of six coins in the 2006 Baby 
Coin Set. Crafted to impeccably high standards, are six circulating 
coins in proof finish plus a fine silver medallion featuring the pudding 
character Albert.

This is a unique gift for any new arrival and is sure to become a 
treasured heirloom.

Price (inc GST): $95.00 801149

2006 Unc Australian Baby Coin Set
Few children’s stories have stood the test of time like Norman Lindsay’s 
‘The Magic Pudding’.

Since it was published in 1918, thousands of Australian children  
have grown up enjoying the adventures of Albert, the rude pudding, 
and his band of cheeky buddies, Bunyip Bluegum, Sam Sawnoff and 
Bill Barnacle.

The six coin uncirculated collection comes in a beautiful presentation 
folder adorned with original artwork from the book, plus a special 
page to write your own personal message.

Price (inc GST): $30.50 801352

For nominal specifications see Year Sets (page 12)
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2006 $1 Silver Kangaroo Proof Coin
Collect the brilliant 2006 $1 Kangaroo coin with selective gold plating.

A gold roo against the stunning frunc finished silver brings this coin 
to life and makes the scene of mother with joey even more beautiful. 
Limited to 7500 this year and still great value. 

Price (inc GST): Proof - $74.50 800690

Nominal Specifications:  $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 Troy oz, 40.00 mm, Selectively Gold Plated, 7500, W.Pietranik

2006 $1 Silver Kangaroo Proof Coin
Get the 2006 silver proof kangaroo in you ‘pouch’ before they 
go bounding out to make way for the 2007 design and the great 
Australian Artist Series. The majestic sight of mother and joey in full 
flight is a proud symbol of Australia never ceasing to delight.

Price (inc GST): Proof - $54.00 800726 

Nominal Specifications:  $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 Troy oz, 40.00 mm, Proof, 12500, W.Pietranik

2006 $1 Silver Kangaroo Frosted 
Uncirculated Coin
The majestic sight of the kangaroo and her joey in full flight is a 
proud symbol of Australia’s unique heritage that is identifiable 
throughout the world. Discerning collectors of the Royal Australian 
Mint’s products will be delighted with this distinctive silver frosted 
uncirculated coin that comes packaged in an attractive display card. 

Price (inc GST): Frunc - $24.60 800721

Nominal Specifications:  $1, Ag 99.9%, 1 Troy oz, 40.00 mm, Frunc, Mintage Closed, W.Pietranik

2006 One Dollar Silver Kangaroo
selectively gold plated, proof and frosted uncirculated coins
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self portrait in the studio, 1976

the drover’s wife, 1945 burke and wills expedition, 1948

keswick siding, 1945

2006 Masterpieces in Silver
Treasured works by our nation’s most treasured artists have 
been masterfully recreated on coin.  The result is a stunning set 
commemorating the artists and their images. Magnificently finished in 
fine silver and presented in an elegant black case with a miniature easel 
for display. 

Price (inc GST): $195.00 801845

Nominal Specifications x 4:  $5, Ag 99.9%, 36.31 g, 38.74 mm, Proof, 10 000, V. Gottwald

         Nominal Specifications

Denomination	 1c	 2c	 5c	 10c		 20c	 50c	 $1	 $2
Mass	 2.93	 6.03	 3.24	g	 6.57	g	 13.36	g	 13.70	g	 11.66	g	 8.55	g
Diameter	 17.53	 21.59	 19.41	mm	 23.60	mm	 28.52	mm	 31.51	mm	 25.00	mm	 20.50	mm

Metal:	Fine	Silver	(99.9%)	 																																																												Finish:	Proof		 																		 																	Mintage:	6500

2006 Fine Silver Proof Year Set
A unique set as it features the original Arnold Machin effigy of the 
Queen - first seen on Australia’s new decimal currency. The coins, 
bearing this special obverse, are only available in the 2006 set along 
with a round 50 cent coin.  The coins are a fitting tribute to the  
40th anniversary of decimalisation.

Price (inc GST): $230.00 801630 
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	 Contact details: Royal Australian Mint  
 Tel:  1300 652 020 8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon - Fri EDT 

(cost of local call Australia-wide)

 International Tel: +61 2 6202 6800
 Fax: +61 2 6202 6953 
 Mail:  Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31,  

Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
 Website and E-shop: www.ramint.gov.au© Commonwealth of Australia 2006

Discover an easy way to pay – ask us about periodic payment options.

Wedding Coin Collection
Our wedding coin collection is a traditional, yet original gift available 
with 2005 or 2006 dated coins. The set is fabulously presented and 
arranged in the shape of the Southern Cross.

Price (inc GST): $77.00 801130, 801620 

N.B - Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated.

Duyfken 2006 $5 Uncirculated Coin
The GZ mintmark on the $5 uncirculated coin stands for  
Groot Zuydtlandt “Unknown Southern Land” and 
was the name given to Australia when the 
Duyfken made the first historical 
charting of our great 
Australian coast  
in 1606.

Price (inc GST): $12.95 800468

Nominal Specifications:  $5, Al/Zn Bronze, 20.00 g, 38.74 mm, Uncirculated, Unlimited, V.Gottwald


